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By Peter Martin

Harvard University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Samuel Johnson: A
Biography, Peter Martin, Bewigged, muscular and for his day unusually tall, adorned in soiled,
rumpled clothes, beset by involuntary tics, opinionated, powered in his conversation by a
prodigious memory and intellect, Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) was in his life a literary and social
icon as no other age has produced. "Johnsonianissimus," as Boswell called him, became in the
hands of his first biographers the rationalist epitome and sage of Enlightenment. These cliches -
though they contain elements of truth - distort the complexity of the public and private Johnson.
Peter Martin portrays a Johnson wracked by recriminations, self-doubt, and depression - a man
whose religious faith seems only to have deepened his fears. His essays, scholarship, biography,
journalism, travel writing, sermons, fables, as well as other forms of prose and poetry in which he
probed himself and the world around him, Martin shows, constituted rational triumphs against
despair and depression. It is precisely the combination of enormous intelligence and frank personal
weakness that makes Johnson's writing so compelling. Benefiting from recent critical scholarship
that has explored new attitudes toward Johnson, Martin's biography gives us a human and
sympathetic portrait...
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Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like
how the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD

The book is great and fantastic. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. You can expect to like the way the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Ethel Schm eler-- Mr . Ethel Schm eler
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